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Welcome to the Summer 2014 issue of The Rural Report

As I write, the UK’s arable units look set to deliver a bumper harvest, while prodigious grass growth has benefitted dairy and livestock producers.

This frustrating scenario is all too common in agriculture: the two variables that have the biggest impact on profitability – climate and global commodity markets – are largely beyond our control and rarely seem to work together.

What this highlights for rural property owners is the importance of careful, forward-thinking strategic management to deal with the issues that we do have some influence over, and to prepare as much as possible for those that we don’t.

Over the following pages, I’m delighted to be able to share some of the ways that my colleagues in Knight Frank’s rural property teams are helping their clients do just that.

For landowners in Scotland the independence referendum later this year offers the potential for seismic change.

On page 16 we interview two of the country’s leading politicians from either side of the debate to get their views.

We always welcome any feedback you might have on The Rural Report, and I am very grateful to a reader for clarifying a point mentioned in our article on fracking in the last issue.

Although, as stated, it is true that a number of oil wells in the UK have already been fracked, this was of the vertical kind, rather than the more extensive, and controversial, horizontal fracking that will be required to exploit the country’s shale-gas and oil.

I hope you enjoy this edition of The Rural Report. Please get in touch if we can help in any way. Our contacts are on the back page or you can use the postage-paid reply card if you prefer.
THE CRITICAL LIST

Knight Frank’s rural property experts highlight the key threats and opportunities that estate owners should be investigating now.

PLANNING

AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS

The government changed the planning system earlier this year to allow farm buildings to be converted directly to residential homes without the necessity to apply for full planning consent. Up to three residential units totalling 450 square metres are allowed; but there are still many hoops to jump through and the new permitted development rights do not apply in designated areas, such as National Parks and AGNIs.

ACTION POINT: Review your tax-planning measures to ensure they are not overly reliant on a limited number of tax reliefs.

James Del Mar
Head of Rural Consultancy

INTEREST RATE RISE

Mark Carney, the Governor of the Bank of England, has indicated that interest rates will start to rise within the next 12 months, and possibly before the end of 2014.

The expectation is that any rises will be gradual, but after such an unprecedented period of very low rates, even small increases could have a significant impact on the borrowing costs of rural businesses.

ACTION POINT: Stress test your business to assess how it will cope with various interest rate scenarios and take appropriate action to extricate yourself from debt if necessary.

James Del Mar
Head of Rural Consultancy

AGRICULTURE

CAP REFORM GREENING

The vast majority of the outstanding details relating to the new greening requirements have now been released. The three-crop rule will be problematic for some arable units, especially those with contracting operations that use a block-cropping system, but the option to include hedges in Environmental Focus Areas (EFAs) is helpful. However, to avoid confusion, claimants should make sure farm or estate plans are updated to include any EFA features in their claims.

ACTION POINT: Calculate whether your current system complies with the new greening requirements and update farm plans if needed.

Michael McCullough
Mapping

WATER ABSTRACTION REFORM

The government is reforming the water abstraction licencing system. Although it is widely accepted that the system does need updating and many of the proposals make sense, some, including the right to claw back unused abstraction rights without compensation, have caused concern within the farming sector. Any businesses that rely on water abstraction licences to irrigate their crops need to be aware of what the changes could mean for them.

ACTION POINT: Consider alternative irrigation options such as new reservoirs if you are likely to be adversely affected by the changes.

Alastair Paul
Estate Management, East Anglia

Agricultural Investment Allowance Hike

In this year’s Budget, Chancellor George Osborne temporarily doubled the Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) for businesses to £500,000. The increase, which could be beneficial to those setting up or expanding agricultural and other rural enterprises, will apply to spending on qualifying plant and machinery between 1 April 2014 and 31 Dec 2015.

ACTION POINT: Take advice on whether timing any capital expenditure to take advantage of the enhanced AIA would make sense for your business.

Percy Lawson
Estate & Farm Management

£/€ EXCHANGE RATE

With the economy recovering and interest rate rises around the corner, the value of sterling is trending upwards against the euro. While this is good news for those travelling abroad and buying goods from overseas, it will have a negative impact on farm support payments, which are set in euros. It is possible to fix interest rates in advance.

ACTION POINT: Calculate the potential impact of exchange rates on your subsidy payments and take appropriate mitigation action.

James Del Mar
Head of Rural Consultancy

Renewable Energy

SOLAR PV SUPPORT CUTS

If you are one of the increasing number of people concerned about large ground-mounted solar farms, you’ll be delighted that the government has recently announced plans to cut Renewable Obligation payments for schemes over 5MW (around 25 acres) and make gaining planning consent more difficult. If, on the other hand, you’re a landowner who was planning to install a large scheme, you may be rueing a missed opportunity.

ACTION POINT: Assess whether renewable electricity can still make sense and act while some support remains.

Edward Holloway
Renewable Energy Consultant

FRACKING TRESPASS CHANGE

The government remains undeterred by vociferous criticism of its plan to tap into the UK’s potential shale gas and shale oil reserves. The recent Queen’s speech included a proposal to amend legislation to allow fracking companies to drill under people’s land without their consent.

As yet, there are no details of what safeguards will be put in place to protect landowners from future compensation claims related to the fracking activities carried out beneath their land.

ACTION POINT: Find out if you are in an area that could potentially be affected and consider your options.

Christopher Smith
Head of Energy

Rural Heat Payment for Homeowners

The Renewable Heat Incentive was finally extended to domestic properties earlier this year. This means homeowners who generate heat from an eligible renewable source, such as a biomass boiler or ground-source heat pump, can now claim a payment for every unit of heat produced. Given the upward trend in conventional energy costs, this could be a big benefit to some estates, particularly those that have their own source of wood fuel.

ACTION POINT: Calculate the potential impact of exchange rates on your subsidy payments and take appropriate mitigation action.

James Del Mar
Head of Rural Consultancy

To find out more about the topics highlighted on these pages or any other rural property ownership issues, please do get in touch. The contact details for Knight Frank’s rural property teams are at the back of the report. For more regular updates you can follow Knight Frank’s rural blog at www.knightfrankblog.com/ruralbulletin
Farmland markets across the UK remain firm as demand continues to outpace supply.

The average value of English farmland rose by almost 3% in the third quarter of 2014 to £7,817/acre, according to the latest results from Knight Frank’s Farmland Index.

During the past 12 months values have increased on average by 17% and over the past 10 years by 208%. This compares with 25.4% for gold, 135% for prime UK house prices, 51% for the FTSE 100, and just 25% for average UK house prices.

Availability remains limited. So far around 17% fewer acres have been advertised off market.

“Availability remains limited. So far around 17% fewer acres have been advertised publicly for sale this year, according to the Farmers Weekly Land Tracker Index,” confirms Tom Raynham, Head of Knight Frank’s Agricultural Investment team.

“Their knowledge of farming systems is growing. They are looking for opportunities where they can increase agricultural productivity and returns, rather than just purchasing land let under long-term agricultural tenancies, which has been the traditional investment target.”

James Prewett, Head of Regional Farms, says farmers are also becoming more active. “They took a bit of a pause for breath at the beginning of the year when values rose quite sharply, but now the market seems to have settled into a rhythm and their confidence has returned.”

However, there are still massive variations around the country, points out James. “I think values have plateaued in some areas, while there is room for more growth in others.” Overall, the Knight Frank Farmland Index predicts further rises of around 6% to 8% and prices are now 223% higher than they were 10 years ago.

In Scotland, the average value of farmland rose by almost 2% to £4,329/acre in the first half of 2014, according to the Knight Frank Scottish Farmland Index.

“This has been a lot of talk about the inherent strength of the market,” adds James Denne.

“Potentially there could be more pension funds and institutional buyers in the market,” confirms Tim Waring, Yorks and Lancs, and their confidence has returned.

“In Scotland, the average value of farmland rose by almost 2% to £4,329/acre in the first half of 2014, according to the Knight Frank Scottish Farmland Index.

“Supply is still very limited and demand remains firm.”
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Another sign of the confidence underpinning the market is the recent sale of the 28,300-acre Auch & Invermearan Estate by Knight Frank for over its £11m guide price. Although a truly stunning sporting and upland farming business, the estate’s potential to generate hydroelectricity was one of the main reasons for the purchase, explains Ran Morgan, Head of Knight Frank’s Edinburgh office.

“Despite all the hype over independence, there is a real appetite for Scottish land holdings from investors, especially from overseas. Potential buyers are particularly interested in estates that can produce significant income in the form of renewable energy, a massive resource for Scotland, rising a further 5% over 12 months. I think some people will be holding back sales until after the referendum because they have underestimated the current level of demand, so I am not expecting a huge amount to come to the market this summer,” says James.

**Property Highlights**

The Knight Frank Farms & Estates team sells a diverse range of rural property across Britain that appeals to all types of buyers, from investors to overseas lifestyle purchasers. The properties on these pages provide a snapshot of what is currently available.

**Auch & Invermearan**

Auch & Invermearan is the second £10m+ sale that we have completed in the last 18 months that has attracted interest from around the globe and been sold to investors from outside Scotland. Traditionally, Scotland’s land market is more active in the second half of the year, so the next six month could be a sterner test of its resilience. But Knight Frank expects demand to continue outstripping supply with average prices rising a further 5% over 12 months.

“Auch & Invermearan is the second £10m+ sale that we have completed in the last 18 months that has attracted interest from around the globe and been sold to investors from outside Scotland.”

**The Abbotswood Estate, near Stow-on-the-Wold, Gloucestershire, is the most significant estate sale of 2014 so far, says Clive Hopkins, Head of Farms & Estates. It offers the opportunity to acquire a stunning country house set in renowned gardens and surrounded by 774 acres of the Cotswold’s most beautiful countryside and landscaped parkland.**

A former home of tractor icon Harry Ferguson, the estate is being sold by its American owners who bought Abbotswood in 1970. “It is magical, a place where time stands still,” the owners say. The estate includes a main house remodelled by Sir Edwin Lutyens as well as two entrance lodges and 11 farmhouses and cottages.

The Abbotswood Estate is for sale with a guide price of £27m to £30m. For more details please contact: Clive Hopkins on 020 7861 1064

**Scottish land values by type (£/acre)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hill</th>
<th>Permanent pasture</th>
<th>Arable/Grass</th>
<th>Average arable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2054</td>
<td>2765</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>1731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2105</td>
<td>2815</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2156</td>
<td>2866</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2207</td>
<td>2917</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>2968</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2309</td>
<td>3019</td>
<td>1269</td>
<td>2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2360</td>
<td>3070</td>
<td>1319</td>
<td>2084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2411</td>
<td>3121</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2462</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>2202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2513</td>
<td>3223</td>
<td>1473</td>
<td>2261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2564</td>
<td>3274</td>
<td>1524</td>
<td>2320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Property Market: Sales Highlights**

**The Best of the Rest**

Shakenhurst
A quintessential English sporting and farming estate
Acreage: 1,324
Guide price: £16m
Status: Sold

Freelands Farm
A beautiful and well-located Cotswold estate
Acreage: 1,023
Guide price: £5.75m
Status: Sold

Suffolk estate
Residential, sporting and agricultural estate
Acreage: In excess of 1,500
Guide price: In excess of £20m
Status: Sold privately

Marley Hall
Beautifully renovated and moated period house in 200 acres of pasture
Acreage: 222
Guide price £6m
Status: Sold

**Mill Farm**

For more details please contact: James Prewett on 01285 659 711

**Mill Farm** is for sale as a whole or in four lots with a guide price of £5.25m.

**Compact Borders farming estate**

Teviot Bank, an eight-bedroomed country house, designed by architect William Burn, lies at the centre of this attractive 266-acre estate in the heart of the Scottish Borders, near Denholm, Roxburghshire.

Surrounding the house is Knowetownhead, a productive arable and grass farm that includes a good set of modern and traditional buildings. There is planning consent to convert the buildings into two residential units, while the land is available separately in 53-acre and 148-acre blocks.

The estate also includes three cottages and trout fishing on the River Teviot.

Teviot Bank is for sale as a whole or in five lots with a guide price in excess of £2.95m.

For more details please contact: James Denne on 01578 722 814

**The Abbotswood Estate**

**Historic quintessential Cotswold Estate**

The Abbotswood Estate, near Stow-on-the-Wold, Gloucestershire, is the most significant estate sale of 2014 so far, says Clive Hopkins, Head of Farms & Estates. It offers the opportunity to acquire a stunning country house set in renowned gardens and surrounded by 774 acres of the Cotswold’s most beautiful countryside and landscaped parkland.

A former home of tractor icon Harry Ferguson, the estate is being sold by its American owners who bought Abbotswood in 1970. “It is magical, a place where time stands still,” the owners say. The estate includes a main house remodelled by Sir Edwin Lutyens as well as two entrance lodges and 11 farmhouses and cottages.

For the sporting enthusiast there is fishing for wild brown trout on the River Dikler and for wild partridge shoot.

Abbotswood is for sale with a guide price of £27m to £30m. For more details please contact: Clive Hopkins on 020 7861 1064

**Mill Farm**

For more details please contact: James Prewett on 01285 659 711

**Mill Farm** is for sale as a whole or in four lots with a guide price of £5.25m.

**For more details please contact:**

James Prewett on 01285 659 711

**Agricultural investment opportunity**

A number of development opportunities, in addition to its agricultural credentials, means 483-acre Mill Farm, at Mollington, near Banbury, Oxfordshire, is likely to appeal to a wide range of buyers.

Lotted separately with a pair of semi-detached brick cottages, an extensive range of modern portal-framed buildings, which provides 2,500 tons of grain storage, has planning permission for conversion to 7,500 sq ft of light industrial storage space, while a range of traditional buildings has consent for three residential units.

The well-maintained and productive Grade III farmland is split into three lots ranging from 112 acres to 247 acres. Potatoes have been grown on the largest lot in recent years.

**Mill Farm** is for sale as a whole or in four lots with a guide price of £5.25m.

**For more details please contact:**

James Prewett on 01285 659 711

**Compact Borders farming estate**

Teviot Bank, an eight-bedroomed country house, designed by architect William Burn, lies at the centre of this attractive 266-acre estate in the heart of the Scottish Borders, near Denholm, Roxburghshire.

Surrounding the house is Knowetownhead, a productive arable and grass farm that includes a good set of modern and traditional buildings. There is planning consent to convert the buildings into two residential units, while the land is available separately in 53-acre and 148-acre blocks.

The estate also includes three cottages and trout fishing on the River Teviot.

**Teviot Bank** is for sale as a whole or in five lots with a guide price in excess of £2.95m.

For more details please contact: James Denne on 01578 722 814
We had a ripper of a recession that tore River deep, mountain high
The average value of the assets tracked
Words: Andrew Shirley
Knight Frank’s new Sporting Property Index tracks the 10-year change in the value of rivers, moors and deer forests. The Rural Report looks at the headlines

The average value of the assets tracked by our new Sporting Property Index has increased by 32% over the past 10 years (Figure 1) with grouse moors showing the greatest rise (+49%). Although this may not sound high when compared with some of the other property classes mentioned elsewhere in The Rural Report, such as farmland, it is actually evidence of a very robust market, says Clive, who heads up Knight Frank’s new Sporting Property Index has increased by 32% over the past 10 years.”

Although personal preferences will vary widely, the moors of the North Pennines offer arguably the best topographical and climatic conditions for grouse shooting. However, the historic level of investment is also crucial. The most desirable deer forests will be those with exhilarating scenery, where the stalking is largely uninterrupted by other land uses and a sense of isolation is balanced by good transport links. West-coast estates with views over the sea are highly regarded. Because very few of these trophy properties ever come up for sale predicting their value is difficult. If, for example, The Junction Pool on the Tweed, probably the most famous salmon fishing beat in the world, was ever put up for sale, it would make far more than £10,000 per fish.

Secondary properties still provide very good sport, but are less renowned. This could include the Kennet, Lambourn or Avon for trout fishing and salmon rivers, such as the Findhorn and Oykel. Tertiary properties might lower bags and catches and may be in less accessible locations, but their lower price tags make them attractive to individuals looking for family fun or syndicates of friends. Apartment from trout rivers, which are historically sold on a per metre or yard basis and in some are artificially stocked with fish, values are traditionally measured based on a property’s “productivity” over a period of time, rather than its actual size or length.

So, for grouse moors, the asking price will depend on the average number of brace of birds shot each year multiplied by the value per brace. Because weather conditions and other issues, such as disease incidence, mean bag or catch numbers can change markedly from season to season, a five or 10-year average is used.

Although our index shows the overall value of a brace of grouse has risen by 49% over the past 10 years, the total increase in value of a well-managed and heavily invested moor may be significantly higher because greater numbers of birds are being shot each year. Looking forward, we expect prices to continue growing on the back of continued demand. The question currently being asked by many concerns the outlook for Scottish estates. “Once we know the result of the independence referendum and the outcome of the land reform process, things will be clearer,” says Ran Morgan, Head of Knight Frank’s Edinburgh office.

TROUT CHALK STREAMS
Price per metre double-bank
2004  2014  CHANGE
PRIMARY £600 £800  +33%
SECONDARY £350 £400  +14%
TERTIARY £50 £50  0%

SECONDARY £30,000 £35,000  +17%
TERTIARY £25,000 £30,000  +20%

GROUSE MOORS
Price per brace shot
2004  2014  CHANGE
PRIMARY £3,750 £5,500  +47%
SECONDARY £3,000 £4,500  +50%
TERTIARY £2,500 £3,750  +50%

+32%

+29%

+36%

+16%
Arriving at Fir Farm, surrounded by rolling Cotswold countryside, I find Knight Frank’s Paddy Hoare and farm manager Donald Bennett deep in conversation by a huge mountain of freshly produced woodchip.

Ankle deep in chippings, the two are discussing the intricacies of chip size and moisture content. This hands-on approach and attention to detail is typical of Paddy’s relationship with his clients, who include a host of the Cotswolds’ most high-profile estate owners.

“It is very rewarding to work at all levels of a project, from the strategic estate-planning level down to the delivery and operation, bringing in outside expertise where necessary,” says Paddy, who heads up the Cotswold office of Knight Frank’s Rural Consultancy department, at Kingham, near Stow-on-the-Wold.

“In the Cotswolds, people’s estates are very much their homes, as opposed to out-and-out commercial enterprises, and that is reflected in how they want them managed and the diverse nature of the services that they require,” he adds.

The wood-chip operation at Fir Farm, which is home to the Parker family, is the latest diversification project to be masterminded by Paddy.

“It ties in very well with a number of the environmental and amenity things we are trying to achieve as part of the long-term master plan for the farm, and also reflects the growing interest in renewable energy, particularly now that the Renewable Heat Incentive is available for homeowners as well as businesses,” he explains.

Currently, timber for the project is brought in from surrounding farms and estates, but the long-term aim is for it to be self-sufficient using thinnings and other waste products from the 180,000 or so trees that have been planted on the farm to create 45-acres of traditional broad-leaved woodland.

A biomass boiler being installed on the farm will use some of the chips, but the business also supplies a number of neighbouring landowners including Blur bass player turned cheese-maker Alex James.

“The idea originally came out of our own requirements, but by taking it to the next level we’ve created a business that will actually be profitable in its own right,” says Paddy.

Because the farm was a former dairy unit, there were a lot of redundant buildings including concrete silage clamps that weren’t being used to their full potential, but would have been very expensive to dismantle, he adds.

“With the addition of some cladding and a roof that I designed, two of the silage clamps make excellent storage and chipping locations. We have the capacity to store about 150 tonnes of woodchips.”

A large range of barns that formerly housed the cow cubicles is now the winter home to another of the farm’s new enterprises overseen by Paddy – a herd of polled Hereford cattle.

“The idea originally came out of our own requirements, but by taking it to the next level we’ve created a business that will actually be profitable in its own right,” says Paddy.

In 2013, having decided that the recently acquired meadows around the River Dikler, which flows through the 600-acre farm, could form the basis for a grass-fed beef enterprise, Paddy and Jane Parker went to look at some cattle with a view to buying a small number of them to get the scheme started.

“It is very rewarding to work at all levels of a project, from the strategic estate-planning level down to the delivery and operation.”

In the end, advised by Mike Caunter, who manages local farmer and Country File presenter Adam Henson’s Cotswold Farm Park livestock operations, they came back with the entire herd of almost 180 cows.

“It was too good an opportunity to miss,” recounts Paddy. “This was a herd that had been built up using the best genetics over 50 years.”

A number of young bulls have already been sold as breeding stock, which is the primary objective, but once the herd is established the plan is to sell and market the meat under the estate’s own label,” says Paddy. “I never expected that I’d end up helping a client to sell steak and chips,” he laughs.

As with the woodchip scheme, the aim is to integrate the beef initiative into the rest of the farm’s enterprises as closely as possible. “The animals spend as much time outside on the grass as the weather allows, but when they are inside we feed them on barley grown on the farm and the pulp from our oilseed rape after it has been pressed locally for its oil.”

Just before I leave Fir Farm, Paddy says his next job is to finalise the plans for a new stable yard and equestrian centre, which he has designed himself, for another client. After that he’ll be advising another landowner thinking of acquiring an estate in the area.

If he does decide to buy, Paddy will undoubtedly have plenty of new ideas to help him make the most of his new home. “He really has played an indispensable and integral role helping us to create a commercial but sustainable farm we are very proud of, and which gives us a huge amount of pleasure,” says Mrs Parker.

To help realise the economic and amenity potential of your estate please contact:

paddy.hoare@knightfrank.com
01608 737 057
The purchaser was, in fact, the government, and Caroline Preece has just sold their picturesque 81-acre farm near Great Missenden, in south Buckinghamshire, for £1,100 to £22,500 because the work required to cross your estate, the principle remains the same – you deserve to receive the best professional advice and be fairly compensated,” he adds.

The overriding tenet of the compensation system is equivalence, that is to say the compensation received should not put somebody in a better or worse situation than they were before. Obviously, however, what that entails is open to interpretation and what that entails is open to interpretation, so having a good negotiator to argue your case and make sure you don’t lose out is vital. The main areas that a statutory compensation claim will cover are:

• The value of the property taken – this can include future development potential and marriage value
• Severance and injurious affection – this applies where not all of a property is taken and covers the diminution in the value of the retained land or business, for example if a field is cut in half by a road
• Disturbance – this covers matters like moving and relocation costs, as well as crop loss and damage
• Professional fees
• Home loss payment – 10% of the value of your home up to £47,000
• Basic loss payment – 7.5% of the value of business premises up to £75,000
• Betterment – if the scheme in some way increases the value of any retained property, by adding development potential, for example, this will be deducted from the value of the claim

Compensation schemes go to: www.knightfrankblog.com/ruralbulletin

The advice, understanding and sympathy we received from James helped us to make a clear decision about what was our best course of action, and ensured that the claim process itself was as stress-free as it could be, given the circumstances,” confirms Andrew Preece. “The advice, understanding and sympathy we received from James helped us to make a clear decision about what was our best course of action, and ensured that the claim process itself was as stress-free as it could be, given the circumstances,” confirms Andrew Preece.

In-depth knowledge of local property markets, backed up with convincing evidence, is vital, to ensure fair compensation, says Alastair Paul, another of Knight Frank’s compensation experts, who has just acted for seven landowners in Kent affected by a new water main. “For example, not everybody is aware just how strong the farmland market is these days. I had to ‘rescue’ one person who was preparing to settle his claim for £4,000/acre. In the end we were achieving around £13,000 to £14,000/acre.”

In another case, rural consultant Edward Dixon, of our Bristol office, managed to increase a utility company’s offer of compensation from £1,100 to £32,000 because the work required a string of expensive polo ponies to be relocated during the project. “Often no amount of monetary compensation can make up for the heartache of losing a farm or house, but if I can ensure my clients receive proper compensation, avoid as much of the stress as possible and are in a position where they are able to move on and build a new life, then I feel I’ve done my job,” says James.

For more information on compulsory purchase and other compensation matters please contact James Del Mar: knightfrank.com 01488 688 507 or James Del Mar: knightfrank.com 01488 688 507.

In the case of very large projects like HS2, which won’t be operational for many years and are likely to be political hot potatoes, the government will often introduce extra discretionary schemes to soften the blow.

For more on the various HS2 discretionary compensation schemes go to: www.knightfrankblog.com/ruralbulletin

In the case of very large projects like HS2, which won’t be operational for many years and are likely to be political hot potatoes, the government will often introduce extra discretionary schemes to soften the blow.

For more information on compulsory purchase and other compensation matters please contact James Del Mar: knightfrank.com 01488 688 507.
**SHOULD WE STAY OR SHOULD WE GO?**

With the referendum on Scottish independence less than eight weeks away, The Rural Report quizzes two of the country’s leading politicians from opposing sides of the arguments on the implications for landowners.

Illustration: Liam O’Farrell

**RURAL REPORT**

How important do you feel the contribution of Scotland’s landed estates is to the economy of the country?

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

There are countless examples of well-run estates benefiting local communities. Landed estates provide employment, which is especially important where few alternatives exist. They are almost entirely responsible for preserving traditional employment, such as game keeping, which could disappear without the support of the estates.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

The owners, tenants and estate workers on Scotland’s crofts, farms, forests and estates each play a vital role in helping to support the vitality of their local communities and, in aggregate, the economy of Scotland as a whole. There are many estates, whether private sector, public or community owned, that are exemplary and which make very valuable contributions to the local economy through reinvesting profits and sourcing supplies locally, and providing good employment and engagement with their communities. However, others do not play as positive a role as they might.

**DO THE OWNERS OF THESE ESTATES HAVE ANYTHING TO FEAR FROM A YES VOTE IN THE REFERENDUM?**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

I think so. The current political climate in the Scottish Parliament suggests that both the SNP and Labour are not instinctively comfortable with the idea of private ownership. This could be exacerbated in the event of a vote for independence.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

No. Independence will make Scotland a more vibrant country, with a more robust economy. It will provide the people of Scotland the opportunity to shape policies to realise our full economic potential and this will benefit Scotland’s rural economy substantially.

**WHAT DO YOU THINK THE BIGGEST IMPACT (POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE) OF INDEPENDENCE WOULD BE FOR ESTATE AND FARM OWNERS?**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

I cannot see any positive impact separation would bring to estate and farm owners. The Scottish Government already has most of the powers that it requires to address issues of a rural/environmental nature. Issues of main concern to many land owners include the introduction of a land tax, Absolute Right to Buy, and the extension of community right to buy. These issues are equally relevant in the current devolved settlement, but independence would only serve to exacerbate them.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

An independent Scotland would be able to negotiate a CAP deal that is in tune with Scotland’s needs to the great benefit of our rural communities. In terms of the CAP budget, for example, if Scotland had already been independent we would have received an additional €1bn of direct support during the most recent CAP talks. And, as an independent EU member state in our own right, we believe we could have secured an extra €2.5bn in rural development.

**THE RECENT REPORT FROM THE LAND REFORM REVIEW GROUP (LRRG) RECOMMENDED A MAXIMUM LIMIT ON THE AMOUNT OF PROPERTY THAT COULD BE OWNED BY A SINGLE INDIVIDUAL IN SCOTLAND. IN A DEMOCRACY IS THAT A FAIR OR SENSIBLE OPTION?**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

This is ideological rather than practical and I disagree with it. We do not believe you can reasonably limit the ownership of land, either by an individual or another entity.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

The limit on how much land one person can own is an important question for society, is there a point at which the scale of ownership becomes an issue for society as a whole? Other western European countries have tackled this question and found solutions. I don’t think many fair minded people would have designed a system from scratch that, on some measures, sees approximately half the private land in Scotland owned by just 0.098% of the population.

**DO YOU THINK WE WILL EVENTUALLY SEE THE ABSOLUTE RIGHT TO BUY (ARTB) FOR TENANTS INTRODUCED IN SCOTLAND AND WOULD THAT BE A GOOD THING?**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

There is a distinct possibility that it could be introduced for 1991 tenancies, which could only lead to further calls to extend the scope of ARTB. We do not believe it is a good thing. An inevitable consequence of ARTB is a reduction of the amount of land people will be willing to let, and therefore it will be harder for new entrants to get into farming.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

Richard Lochhead, the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and the Environment, is currently chairing the Agricultural Holdings Legislation Review Group. The final report will be published before the end of the year and the Cabinet Secretary will take a decision on the way forward thereafter.

**HOW CLOSE DO YOU THINK THE REFERENDUM VOTE WILL BE?**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

I hope the margin will be as wide as possible in favour of a No vote. I want Scotland to have her say and move on, so that we can get back to addressing some of the big issues in our country like health, education and crime. If the margin is narrow, I fear the SNP won’t accept the result and will agitate for another referendum shortly after. I don’t want to be back here in five years’ time.

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

I believe that the people of Scotland will judge that Scotland needs the full basket of powers that are only available through voting Yes, to make our economy more competitive, to make it more dynamic and to use the economic power, ingenuity and talent of our people to tackle some of the deep-seated social problems we face. This is a great opportunity for Scotland and one I believe rural and urban voters will opt to seize with both hands.

For more of Ruth Davidson’s and Paul Whitehouse’s views, including their messages to landowners thinking of leaving Scotland, read the full interview at www.knightfrankblog.com/ruralbulletin

---

**OUR PROTAGONISTS**

**RUTH DAVIDSON**

Ruth Davidson is the leader of the Scottish Conservatives and is the Conservative MSP for Glasgow

**PAUL WHEELHOUSE**

Paul Wheelhouse is the minister for Environment and Climate Change in the Scottish Parliament. He is the Scottish National Party MSP for South Scotland

If you need advice on the sale or acquisition of Scottish farms or estates please contact ran.morgan@knightfrank.com 0131 222 9600
Tom Barrow rounds up the latest rural property taxation issues

At the moment it seems that barely a week can go by without some kind of tax issue relevant to rural property owners raising its head. With the next General Election less than a year away, that is partly to be expected as each party sets out its stall. The Labour party, for example, was quick to deny recently that leaked proposals from one of its special advisors to implement business rates on agricultural land and buildings was official policy, but it shows the current political mind set.

In Scotland, the latest report from the Land Reform Review Group also mooted extending the rates system to cover agricultural and sporting properties, as well as questioning some of the tax reliefs available to farm and estate owners.

So far, the coalition itself has not publicly suggested anything as radical, but in the background questions are clearly being asked about tax reliefs in general and whether they can be justified.

According to a report published by the National Audit Office earlier this year, there were 1,128 tax reliefs available as of December 2013. Interestingly, the report made specific reference to the use of Business Property Relief (BPR) and Agricultural Property Relief (APR) as two of the “tax expenditures” that commonly reduce or remove liability to Inheritance Tax (IHT). Although the report helpfully acknowledged the purpose of these reliefs – “to ensure that family businesses do not have to be broken up” – it also tellingly mentioned that the cost of the reliefs had actually risen faster than the amount of IHT collected, as well as noting: “The reliefs are regularly cited by owners need to keep an eye on.

Knowing the value of what you own and how the government is also planning to tighten up the rules on which of a person’s homes can qualify for Principal Private Residence (PPR) relief from Capital Gains Tax (CGT). One of the suggestions is to remove the ability to nominate which property you would like to qualify for the relief and use instead a set formula, possibly based on the time spent at each property. In theory, if the legislation is badly worded, that could unfairly hit somebody who owns a large family home in the country, but spends the week working in London staying in a pied-a-terre.

In his last Budget Chancellor George Osborne also announced that he was expanding the scope of the Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings (ATED), which I discussed on this page 12 months ago. The yearly charge and CGT levy on residential property owned by corporations and other “non-natural” persons will apply to homes worth over £1m from April next year, and on homes worth more than £500,000 from April 2016. At present, it only applies to properties worth over £2m. Genuine farmhouses will be exempt, but some estates that have been incorporated could be affected.

In addition, the sale of property owned by people living overseas will fall within the scope of CGT from April next year (on any gains arising from that point), another issue that was raised in the report. Although the threshold has remained the same since the idea was first proposed by the Liberal Democrats in 2009, many more houses will be drawn into the net.

Knowing the value of what you own and how the tax matters I have just discussed. And if you ever do find yourself in conflict with the tax man, a professional valuation backed up by sound evidence could make all the difference in deciding who wins the day.
Whether you need a detailed land use map or would like to check the position of your boundaries, Michael McCullough, Head of Knight Frank’s Mapping team, has created bespoke plans for many of the UK’s leading farms and estates. To discover how Michael and his team can help you make the most of your property and protect your assets, please contact:

michael.mccullough@knightfrank.com
+44 20 8166 7514 or visit KnightFrank.co.uk/mapping

Knight Frank’s mapping team is perfectly placed to help.